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curved shower rod
tubo curvado para ducha
barre courbée de rideau de douche

72 in L x 1 in Dia/182.9 cm L x 2.5 cm Dia
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PARTS LIST
PART/ILLUSTRATION                                                (QTY)      DESCRIPTION  

A

B

C

D

TOOLS REQUIRED       

Honey-Can-Do

(2 )

(2 )

(4 )

(4 )

curved rod

wall-mounting brackets

truss head, phillips recess 
screws, self-tapping 
screws (M4 x 30mm)

dry wall anchors

pencil

screw driver

tape measure

electric drill
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ASSEMBLY

1

With a pencil and tape measure, mark the wall above the center of the 
tub ledge at the desired height for installation of the curved shower rod. 

Be sure to mark each side at the same height.

2

Align bottom of wall-mounting bracket with the marks in step #1. Be 
sure to complete for both ends of shower rod.

B
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Honey-Can-Do

Drill holes in the marked locations for the mounting screws and insert the 
drywall screws.

*Note: if screws will be going directly into the wall studs, wall anchors will 
not be necessary

Fasten brackets to the wall with the mounting screws provided. Repeat 
for other bracket.
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A

Slide one curved rod into the other.

5

A

Slide one end of the curved rod into place on the bracket. You will need 
to push in the buttons on each side of the curved rod to lock it into 

place on the bracket.

6

B
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Honey-Can-Do

Ensure that both ends of the rods are locked in each of the mounted brackets.

8

A

B

Insert the other end of the curved rod into the mounting bracket, using the 
method described in step #6.
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B
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9

Enjoy your new curved shower rod !
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Visit youtube.com/myhoneycando to watch our assembly videos.


